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USE OF STANDARD FREQUENCY TRANSMISS IONS
IN CHECKING STANDARD OSCILLATORS.

This pamphlet gives methods of frequency measurement for
utilizing the standard frequency signals transmitted by the
National Bureau of Standards* The references at the end give
other methods, which range from those using very simple appar-
atus giving results accurate to one per cent, to those using
complicated and expensive apparatus giving results accurate to
better than a part in a million*

Radio Signal. s of Standard Frequency, - The National Bureau
of Standards transmits standard-frequency signals, for adjust-
ing and calibrating frequency standards' and other apparatus, one
day each week' from the Bureau* s station, WWV, in a suburb east
of Washington, D*Co These weekly transmissions are by continuous'
wave telegraphy at 50CQ kilocycles, and are accurate at all times
to better than 1 cycle per second (1 part in 5 , 000, 000) e An-
nouncements of details of the schedules of transmission are given
in the newspapers and radio magazines and in the Bureau of Stand-
ards Technical News Bulletin and the Radio Service Bulletin*
Copies of the current schedule may also be obtained upon request
from the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D„C 0 At the date of
this pamphlet

,
the transmissions are made every Tuesday 9 contin-

uously from 2 to 4 P 0 M»
,
and from g to 10 p 0 M<>, Eastern Standard

Time „

The transmissions consist mainly of continuous, unkeyed
carrier frequency,: For the first five minutes the general call
(CQ de WWV) and announcement of the frequency arc transmittedo
The frequency and the call letters of the station (WWV) are given
every ten minutes thereafter,,

Method of Measurement

The commonest uso of the standard frequency transmissions
is to determine accurately the frequency of a piezo oscillator*
The apparatus necessary is (l) piezo oscillator, (2) a con-
tinuously variable radio-frequency generator which is approxi-
mately calibrated, (3) an audio-frequency generator, and (4) a
radio receiver* A frequency meter of resonance typo is also use-
ful as an auxiliary but is not necessary*
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The fundamental frequency of a piezo oscillator is fixed
"by the dimensions of the quartz plate used* The vacuum-tube
circuit arrangement in which the quarts plate is connected gives
numerous harmonics for each fundamental frequency 6 The gen-
erator, which is continuously variable, can be adjusted to any
frequency, and likewise gives a series of harmonics for each
fundamental frequency to which it is adjusted. If the frequency
of the radio-frequency generator is varied over a wide range,
boat notes are produced at a number of settings of the generator
by the interaction of various harmonics of the fundamental fre-
quency of the piezo oscillator with af harmonic of the fundamental
frequency of the generator e The beat notes may be heard in a
pair of head phones suitably connected to the generator or to the
piezo oscillator o Any frequency present in the piezo oscillator
can beat with a corresponding frequency present in the radio-fre-
quency generator, which makes it possible to set the generator
at a number of frequencies which are directly related to the
fundamental frequency of the piozo oscillator 0 Providing the
harmonic relationship is known, measurements can be made at a
great number of frequencies in terms of a single standard fre-
quency.

If f_ - o the fundamental frequency of the piezo oscillator
which is bo

:

t- g used and F the fundamental frequency of the auxil-
iary genera, r which gives zero beat, then

af » bF

where a and b are integers (.1, 2, 3, 4-, etcj

The procedure is simplest when the ratio of 5000 he to the
nominal frequency of the piezo oscillator to be standardized is
a fairly small integer, less than 100 o For instance, secondary
standards whoso fundamental frequencies are 50, 100, 200, 500,
or 1000 kc can be measured very readily in terms of the 5000-kc
transmissions, and these secondary standards may be advantageously
used in turn to calibrate ether apparatus. It is however pos-
sible to use the 5000-kc signals to establish accurately any
desired frequency 0

Examples of Measurement Method

Suppose it is required to measure the frequency of a piezo
oscillator, tho approximate frequency of which is 700 ho, in terms
of the 5000~kc standard frequency signals 0

\

If the radio-frequency generator is set at 100 kc, tho 50th
harmonic (5000 kc) will boat with the 5000-kc transmission, and
the 7th harmonic (700 kc) will beat with the fundamental of the
piezo oscillator.
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The 5000-kc standard frequency signal is received first
and identified with the receiving set in the generating con-
dition c The radio-frequency generator is then turned on and
adjusted to near 100 kc 0 This should give a beat note with
the frequency generated by the receiving set, The regeneration
of the receiving set is then reduced until the set just stops
generatingo A beat note should then be heard which will in
general be of less intensity than that previously heard. This
is the beat between the frequency of the radio-frequency genera-
tor and the frequency of the incoming wave. This beat note
should be reduced to zero frequency by adjusting the radio-fre-
quency generator. For most precise work this adjustment should
be made by using a beat frequency indicator or other means of
indicating exact zero beat, A simpler and equally accurate sub-
stitute is to bring in a tuning fork as described below. How-
ever, for a simple discussion of the steps involved in the meas-
urement, it will be assumed that an accurate zero-beat setting
is obtained.

The radio-frequency generator is therefore precisely ad-
justed so that' it has a frequency of 100 kc, Without changing
its adjustment, couple the piezo oscillator to it loosely, A
beat note should be heard in the telephones in the output of
the piezo oscillator unless the frequency given by the piezo
oscillator Is an exact multiple of 100 kc c Suppose, for example,
it is 700,533' kc 0 In this case a beat of 520 cycles per second
will be heard. To determine the value of this note, the audio-
frequency generator must be used.

The frequency of the beat note and the frequency of the
audio-frequency generator may bo compared by using single phone
units from each source and rapidly interchanging them at the ear.
If sufficient intensity is amiable from the two sources then
the two audio frequencies will combine and beats may be heard
by the ear when the audio-frequency generator is closely ad-
justed, For exact zero beat the frequency of the adjustable
audio-frequency generator gives the difference in frequency
between the 7^h harmonic (700 kc) of the generator adjusted to
100 kc and the fundamental of the piezo oscillator.

Fig, 1 gives a diagrammatic representation of the fre-
quencies used. It is necessary to determine whether the piezo
oscillator is higher or lower than 7^0 kc. This can be done by
varying the frequency of the radio-frequency generator. If in-
creasing the frequency of this ,generator results in decreasing
the beat note, then the piezo oscillator is higher than the
reference frequency, that is, the audio frequency is to be
added to 700 kc 0 If the reverse is true, then the audio fre-
quency is to be subtracted.





ITote in MeasurementUso of Audio-Frequency

A change in the method described above which does not
require a beat indicator, is to adjust the radio-frequency
generator to have a known frequency difference with the incom-
ing wave by means of matching with that of a tuning fork of
known frequency such as 1000 cycles per secondo This method i

more complicated in calculation because a record must be made
(l) as to whether the radio-frequency generator was adjusted'
higher or lower than zero beat, (2) the frequency difference,
and the harmonic relations between, (3) the standard signal
and the radio-frequency generator, and (4) between the radio-
frequency' generator and the piezo oscillator. The harmonic
relations, however, come in to any method of measurement of
this kind. The measurements involving the use of the tuning
fork for adjusting the generator to give a beat note 1000
cycles per second below the 5000—kc signal would be made as
follows, and are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Set gen-
erator from approximate zero beat at 100 kc to 99 o 9$ kc. The
50th harmonic is 99°9S x z>0

= 4999 °0 kc (beats with 5^00 kc
in receiver which is not oscillating and gives a 1000-cycle
note). The Jth harmonic of the generator (99° 9$ x 7 = 699
kc) may now bo heard boating in the telephones of the piezo
oscillator which is known' to be approximately 700 kc. If this
value were exactly J00 kc, a note of 70^—699 °$bO kc or l40
cycles would be heard. However, the beat note produced is
matched with a corresponding note from the audio-frequency
generator. If the piezo oscillator had the frequency of
700 o 520 kc as assumed previously, the audio-frequency note
measured would have been 700 o 520—699 c $£>0 = 0 o 660 kc or 660
cycles per second.

Whether to add or subtract the audio note of 660 cycles
to the known frequency of 6990660 kc would be decided as fol-
lows when the radio-frequency generator was set lower than the
standard frequency signal. If lowering the frequency of the
radio-frequency generator increases the beat note (660 cycles
in this case), add the beat note frequency, or if increasing
the frequency of the radio-frequency generator decreases the
beat note, add the beat note frequency.
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The measurement could also be made by adjusting the genera-
tor to 100.020 kc using the thousand-cycle tuning fork, as in Fig„
3. The 50th harmonic is 100 „ 020 x ?0 = 5^01 kc which beats with
the standard frequency signal of ^000 kc and produces a 1000-
cycle notCo A certain audio-frequency note is produced in the
telephones of the piezo oscillator, which is matched with a simi-
lar note from the audio-frequency oscillator as before,, If low-
ering the frequency ox the radio-frequency generator reduces the
audio-frequency note heard, subtract it from the known frequency
of he, or if increasing the frequency of the radio-fre-
quency generator increases the audio note, subtract it D The
audio-frequency note hoard with a piezo oscillator having the
assumed frequency would bo 3S0 cycles, hence 7^0 d4- + 0 0 3o0 =
700 e p20 kCo

The example which has been cited is one of the simplest
cases which would bo encountered,. The frequency of J00 kc
which bears a comparatively simple relationship to the 5000-kc
standard frequency signal, was selected to indicate the funda-
mental methodo In order to be able to measure any broadcasting
frequency in terms of the 5000~kc standard frequency signal
it is necessary to set the radio-frequency generator to approxi-
mately 10 kc and then proceed as before 0 In this case the beat
between the l^Oth harmonic of the 10-kc generator and the 5000-kc
standard frequency signal is so weak that it is almost inaudible
unless considerable audio-frequency amplification is used 0 In
order to strengthen the beat note, two radio-frequency generators
can be used, one set on 100 kc and the other on 10 kc„' The 100-kc
generator is coupled to the receiving set as indicated, and
the 10-kc generator is set by means of a visual beat indicator
so that its 10th harmonic (100 kc) produces a zero beat with the
100-kc generator c One of the manual adjustments can be eliminated
by using a multivibrator which steps the 100 kc down to 10 kc, in
place of the 10-kc generator,, The accuracy of the measurements
will be considerably improved if this is done 0

The methods described above are capable of giving very ac-
curate values of frequency if properly carried out 0 A much
simpler procedure by which less accurate values may be obtained
is to calibrate a frequency meter in terms of the standard fre-
quency signals and then measure the piezo oscillc.tor by means of
the frequency meter 0

Other frequency measurement methods arc given or suggested
in the articles of the reference list appended.

References to Further Information,,

( Note These publications arc not issued by, nor available from,
the Bureau of Standards, except where noted,. They can he con-
sulted in public libraries which maintain files of periodicals).
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Piezo-ele ctricity

„

Piezoelectric resonators,, WvG.Cady «, Physical Review, 17 ,

p.531; 1921.

The piezoelectric resonator 0 W.G.Cady. Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, 10, p.33; 1922.

Piezoelectric crystal resonators and crystal oscillators ap-
plied to the precision calibration of waverneters. G.W.Pierce.
Proc . American Academy Arts & Sciences, 22.? pp.31-106; 1923.

Piezoelectric standards of high frequency. W.G.Cady. Journal
Optical Society of America, 10, p«4-75; 1925®

Uses and possibilities of piezoelectric oscillators. A.Hund.
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, l4, pp a 447-469

;

August, 1926.

Piezoelectric quartz resonator and equivalent electric cir-
cuit. DoW.Dye. London Physical Society Proceedings, 33 ,

PPo 399-453; August, 1926 e

Quartz crystal calibrators. A.Crossley, QST, 11, pp. 23-27;
March, 1927c

Radio frequency standards. R.C .Hitchcock. Electric Journal
XXIV, Noo9, pp. 430-433; Sept., 1927 .

Mounting ouartz oscillator crystals. R.C. Hitchcock. Proc.
I. R.E., 15, pp. 902-913; Nov., 1927<.

A method of using fractional harmonics of quartz crystals

„

J. H. Barron, Jr 0 Radio Service Bulletin, Dec, 31, 1927? ppo7~2>»

Bibliography on piezo electricity . W.G.Cady. Proceedings
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, l6 , pp. 521-535; April, 1923.

Observations on modes of vibration and temperature coef-
ficients of quartz crystal elates. F.R.Lack, Proc.I.R.E.,
12, pp.1123—ll4l, July, 1929; Bell Sys. Tech, Jnl., 3, pp. 515-535;
July, 1929 .

The dimensions of low frequency quartz oscillators. R.C.
Hitchcock. Review of Scientific Instruments, 1

> pp. 13-21;
Jan., 1930.

Design of a portable temperature-controlled piezo oscillator.
V.E.Heaton and W.H.Brattain, B.S.Jnl. of Research, 4, pp. 345-
March, 1930 o Proc.I.R.E., 13, p 0 1239; July, 1930.





Temperature control for frequency standards* J.K .Clapp.
Proc . I „R. E. , 16, p.2003; Dec., 1930.

Some experimental studies of the vibrations of quartz plates.'
R.B. Wright and D.M. Stuart « Bureau of Standards Jnl. of Research,
I, pp. 519-55^; Sept., 1931. RP356.

Quartz plate mountings and temperature control for piezc
oscillators. V.E.Heaton and E.G.Lapham. B.S.Jnl, of Research,

X) pp. 663-690
;
October, 1931 e

Frequency Measurements and Apparatus.

Universal frequency standardization from a single frequency
standard. J.K. Clapp. Journal Optical Society of America and
Review of Scientific Instruments, 1^, pp.25“-47; July? 1927*

A method of calibrating a low frequency generator with a one
frequency source. S. Harris. Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, l4> pp. 213-216; April, 1926 .

Frequency checking station at Marc Island. G.T.Royden.
Proceedings Institute of Radio Engineers. 1J3, pp. 313-316; April,
1927 .

The exact and precise measurement of wave length in radio
transmitting stations. R.Braillard and E.Divoire. Experimental
Wireless and Wireless Engineer (London), 4, pp. 322-330; June;
pp. 394-401, July, 1927 .

Precision determination of frequency. J.W. Horton and W.A.
Marrison. Pr oc . I .R.E.

, 1_6, pp. 137-154; Feb., 1926.

A convenient method for referring secondary frequency standard
to a standard time interval. L.M.Hull and J.K. Clapp. Proceedings
Institute of Radio Engineers, 17 . pp. 252-271; Feb., 1929 .

A system for frequency measurements based on a single fre-
quency. E.LoHall. Proceedings Institute of Radio Engineers,
II, pp. 272-262; Feb., 1929 .

The routine measurement of the operating frequencies of
broadcast stations. H.L.Bogardus and C.T .Manning. Proceedings
I.R.E., 12, pp. 1225-1239; July, 1929.

Measurement of wave lengths of broadcasting stations.
R.Braillard and E.Divoire. Experimental Vifireless and Wireless
Engineer, (London), 6, pp. 412-421; 1929*

Measurement of the frequencies of distant radio transmitting
stations. G.Pession and T.Gorio, Procd.R.E., 2Z> up. 734-744;
April, 1929 .





A high precision standard of frequency. W. A.Marrison. Proc,
I.R.E., 17, pp. 1103-1122 ,

July, 1929; Bell Sys. Tech. Jnl., 6
,

pp.493-514, July, 1929 .

An electromagnetic monochord for the measurement of audio
frequencies. J, Ho Owen Harries. Proc.I.R.E., 17 , pp. 1316-1321;
August, 1929 .

Measurement of frequency. S.Jimbo. Proc 0 IcR.E e
, 12_, pp.20ll-

2033; Nov., 1929 .

Method and apparatus used in testing piezo oscillators for
broadcasting stations. E.L.Hall. Bureau of Standards Journal
of Research, 4, pp o 115“130; Jan. 1930; also available as Re-
search Paper No. 135 from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., price 10 cents?
ProcoI.R.E., 16, pp. 490-509; March, 1930.

The establishment of the Japanese radio-frequency standard.
Y.Namba. Proc.LR.E., 16, p.1017; June, 1930.

Interpolation methods for use with harmonic frequency stand-
ards. J.K.Claop. Proc.I.R.E., 16, op,1575“15^5; September,
1930.

A precise and rapid method of measuring frequencies from
five to two hundred cycles per second. N.P.Case. B.S.Jnl.
of Research, 5? pp.237-242; Aug s ,

1930. Proc.I.R.E., 16,

PP. 1566-1592 ;
Sept., 1930 .

~ ~

An international comparison of frequency by means of a
luminous quartz resonator. S.Jimbo. Proc.I.R.E., lg, p.l9S0;
Nov., 1930.

Frequency division. J.Gr oozkowski . Proc.I.R.E., lg, p. 1960 ;

Nov., 1930.

Accurate method of measuring transmitted wave frequencies
at 5000 and 20,000 kilocycles per second. E.L.Hall. B.S.
Jnl, of Research, 2b pp„647~652, Sept., 1930; Proc.I.R.E., 19 f

pp.35-4l, Jan., 1931 0

Some methods of measuring the frequency of short waves.
H.Mogel. Proc.IoR.E., 12. , pp,195~213; Feb., 1931.

Direct-reading frequency meter. F.Guarnaschelli and F.
Vecchiacchi. Proc.I.R.E., l^., pp 0 659~663; April, 1931.

A device for the precise measurement of high frequencies.
F. AePolkinghorn and A.A.Roetken. Proc„ I .R.E. , 19 , PP*937“
946; June, 1931.
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Measuring frequency characteristics with the photo-audio
generator. W. Schaffer and G.Lubszynski. Proc.I.R.E., 19 ,

pp. 1242-1251; July, 1931.

A thermionic type frequency ' met er for use up to 15 kc.
F. T. McNamara. Proc.I.R.E., pp. 1324-1390; August, 1931.

An improved audio-frequency generator. S „ G . Lapham . B.S.
Jnl. of Research, 2> pp.c>91~655; October, 1931.

Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C.
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